Registration open for VRIC

Register today for the 2020 Vascular Research Initiatives Conference, to be held Monday, May 4, in Chicago.

The conference emphasizes emerging vascular science and encourages interactive participation of all attendees. VRIC Chicago 2020: “From Discovery to Translation” takes place at the Hilton Chicago Hotel, the same venue for the American Heart Association’s Vascular Discovery Scientific Sessions (May 5??).

The VRIC program includes four abstract sessions, a translational panel, poster presentations and the Alexander W. Clowes Distinguished Lecture, presented this year by Philip S. Tsao, PhD, of Stanford University School of Medicine and the Veterans Administration Palo Alto Epidemiology Research and Information Center for Genomics. His talk is entitled “Molecular mechanisms of AAA disease.”

Registration is $275 for members, $300 for nonmembers and $150 for residents, students and candidates. Learn more and access the registration link at vsweb.org/VRIC19.
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